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Throughout the second half of the 20th century, developed 
countries have witnessed the continued decline of their in-
dustrial sectors in the face of lower cost production from the  

developing countries. Today, the remaining manufacturing compa-
nies continue to struggle to find their place in the global economy. 
In Germany, however, many companies have resisted these trends 
and the country’s unusual strength in industrial exports has be-
come the engine of its economic growth.

While the apparent weakness of domestic demand for indus-
trial products in Germany is an interesting matter, two other is-
sues are more relevant for businesses to consider.  The first is to 
determine how this strong industrial base survived and whether it 
is sustainable. The second is to figure out whether the factors that 
contribute to these companies’ success are clearly identifiable, and 
under what conditions they are replicable.

In answering these questions, a sustainable business model for 
manufacturing companies in developed countries becomes appar-
ent. This model could help decelerate the violently rapid process of 
deindustrialization, which manufacturing companies and domes-
tic governments have been fighting.

Applying Macroeconomic Common Sense 
in an Uncommon Setting

Fundamental macroeconomic theory argues that trade is mutu-
ally beneficial, if each party specializes in activities in which it has 
a comparative advantage. While this is a widely accepted concept, 
it has important implications at the firm level that are all too often 
ignored. In a world where borders and distances do not pose pro-
hibitively expensive obstacles to competition, specialization can 
provide a hedge against competitive forces.

 
To investigate this, consider the case of the auto industry (chart 

on next page). The underlying concept of this illustration is that 
cars can be positioned at various price levels (low price, high 
volume to high price, low volume), but they need to be justified 
through some aspect of quality (e.g.: durability, image appeal). 

GM (and to varying extent Ford and Chrysler) has run into con-
siderable problems through its obsession with volume. The firm’s 
primary concern appears to have been selling the maximum num-
ber of cars, rather than maximizing profit per car. To exacerbate 
the situation, GM strove to compete in nearly every major segment 
with every one of its brands, none of which were clearly differenti-
ated or uniquely desired by their customers. This left them espe-
cially vulnerable to volume declines and the credit crunch.
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In contrast, Toyota has historically placed quality first, and revo-
lutionized the industry from the ground up. Over the years, the 
company has moved up the value chain, always providing out-
standing quality at a lower cost. In recent years the company has 
shifted its focus from quality towards the tempting goal of “beat-
ing” GM. While the company surpassed GM as the largest auto-
maker last year, it is becoming increasingly clear that its shift in 
focus might have dire long-term consequences for the firm’s qual-
ity. Despite these recent struggles, Toyota is a prime example of 
the threat that an entrant with a lower cost structure can pose to 
incumbents, especially if they can maintain their high quaity.

In relation to these firms, Volkswagen Group has a highly differ-
entiated brand portfolio. While each brand targets largely separate 
segments, they all tend to cater to the higher price portion of their 
segments. This specialization is especially clear in the high price, 
low volume luxury segment. While VW did suffer dearly through 
the financial crisis and its aftermath, it is in a strong position to 
rebound after acquiring the world’s most profitable carmaker 
Porsche in a dramatic takeover. In the luxury market, VW has ef-
fectively positioned itself in a market where pricing is a secondary 
concern at best, thereby insulating itself from low cost pressures.

On the opposite end of the Price/Volume spectrum, Tata Mo-
tors, the Indian creator of the “$1,000 car”, undercuts every incum-
bent’s price structure. This low price, high volume specialization 
has allowed Tata to position itself in an area that none of its com-

petitors can compete in. However, the real threat for incumbents 
going forward would be if Tata were able to maintain its cost ad-
vantage while moving to higher quality segments in the market.

In a world where borders and distances 
do not pose prohibitively expensive ob-
stacles to competition, specialization can 
provide an effective hedge against com-
petitive forces.

Volkswagen and Tata are both perfect illustrations of how stra-
tegic specialization can create endogenous barriers to entry.

Taken to the Extreme
In order to maximize the effects outlined above, companies can 

take the principle of specialization to the next level. Doing so gives 
rise to two major factors: It amplifies the reduction of direct com-
petition, reducing pricing pressure. Moreover, it forces companies 
to embrace globalization, as extreme niche positioning reduces the 
size of domestic markets to a point where they are insufficient to 
sustain a company. Therefore, companies need to sell globally to 
aggregate an adequate demand base.

To illustrate, consider the case of Rational AG. This German 
firm produces industrial cooking machines (“Self Cooking Cen-
ters”) that can automatically bake, broil, grill, steam, stew, blanch, 
or poach any meal “to perfection”. Its machines (up to €30,000/
CAD$42,000 a piece) replace whole kitchen staffs in places rang-
ing from the Kremlin to Peruvian gold mines, or even the Burj al 
Arab luxury hotel in Dubai. Others who get to taste the creations 
of these versatile machines are NATO troops in Afghanistan and 
the customers of world-class chefs Paul Bocuse and Alfons Schuh-
beck. As if the ability to bake flawless soufflés without supervision 
wasn’t enough, the machines automatically clean themselves, re-
ceive software updates refining their settings according to the latest 
findings in culinary science and need only a fraction of the space 
traditional ovens require.  Despite having only 900 employees and 
revenues of merely €280 million the company controls 53% of the 
world market for self cooking centers. Each machine is assembled 
in up to eight hours by a single employee who is also responsible 
for the majority of administrative tasks associated with each order. 
While this is counter to traditional manufacturing theory, it allows 
for the extraordinary quality and customization that the firm’s cus-
tomers demand.
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There are a multitude of other examples of German manufactur-
ing firms that dominate a small global niche. Herrenknecht AG is 
the world leader in manufacturing enormous mechanized tunnel-
ing machinery. The leader in the production of complex door sys-
tems is the small family owned Dorma Gruppe, for whom exports 
account for over 75% of sales. Whether producing about 6,000 door 
systems for the world’s new largest building, the Burj Dubai, or 
a single one for Vladimir Putin’s shower, their products offer un-
matched quality and customization. 

In Pursuit of Über-Specialization
If your company is facing increasing competition from compa-

nies with a lower cost structure, who might also threaten to match, 
or even exceed your product quality, it may be time for you to 
think about a strategic shift. There appear to be four key factors 
that contribute to the success of über-specialization. In order to at-
tain dominance of a profitable niche, the first step is to identify a 
niche for which your company can attain a leading role through 
differentiation in product specification/quality, distribution net-
works, or service networks. Contributing to success is a combina-
tion of private ownership with professional management. More 
than 85% of Germany’s world leading firms are privately owned 
enterprises. The vast majority of these companies also have profes-
sional management. Combining these two factors allows for the 
sustained management commitment that such a fringe strategy re-
quires, while also assuring qualified leadership. Another key factor 
for a successful über-specialization strategy is operational excel-
lence. While niche positioning eases competitive pressures, compa-
nies cannot afford to count on such protection. In order to remain 
competitive in terms of their cost structures and processes, firms 
need to continually invest in distribution and service networks, 
restructuring their operations to remain state-of-the-art, while en-
suring that labour agreements provide for low costs and flexible 
time. Finally, clusters, tightly knit networks of firms and resources, 
enhance innovation. The triple helix of business, research facilities, 
universities and government plays an important role in spurring 
innovation. Clusters provide infrastructure and centralized know 
how that help companies succeed on the global stage.

It is important to note that über-specialization also has some 
limitations. While the strategy is uniquely suited for customization, 
it is not very apt at creating products for the end consumer mar-
ket, due to the rapidly changing nature of tastes/trends. Similarly, 
industries requiring breakthrough innovation through extremely 
high investments, like the pharmaceutical industry, are not suit-
able for a niche focused strategy. Finally, while über-specialization 
can create successful innovation in the software/IT industry, such 
companies tend to be purchased relatively quickly. While this is 

not necessarily negative, it does not allow for a long-term business 
model. More importantly, the strategy also has two major draw-
backs once successfully established. As a company dominating a 
small niche market, generating growth is extremely challenging. 
Once every major market has been entered, and every competi-
tor has been acquired, options are limited to exploring alternative 
products. In fact, growth outside of the core product line creates a 
risk of losing the focus that is so integral to the underlying strat-
egy. This challenge is one of the reasons why companies that adopt 
this strategy are largely privately owned, and hence not subject to 
shareholder pressures. Furthermore, über-specialization renders 
companies vulnerable to extreme changes in their industry (such 
as when the product becomes obsolete). It is therefore imperative 
to mitigate such risk by always staying ahead of industry trends.

If your company is facing increasing 
competition from companies with a low-
er cost structure, who might also threaten 
to match or exceed your product quality, 
it may be time to think about a strategic 
shift.

In addition, there are some external factors that are enhancing 
the ability of German firms to succeed with this strategy. For one 
thing, many family firms have a long-standing tradition in adjacent 
markets (often over 100 years). Finally, German engineering firms 
have a strong reputation for outstanding quality. Together, these 
factors may provide for a significant image/price premium.

Regardless of these limitations, the strategy matches the world’s 
new macroeconomic dynamics. For example, emerging markets  
require infrastructure and capital goods for industrialization, as 
well as high quality goods for their growing upper class. In con-
trast, industrialized countries require cheap mass-produced goods 
(e.g. textiles, entertainment electronics) from India and China, as 
well as natural resources (e.g. gas and oil from Russia or Brazil). 
This balance is important for the long-term sustainability of any 
trade relationship.

Manufacturing in the 21st Century
When Germany was one of the first Western economies to 

emerge out of the recession in the fall of 2009, it was undoubtedly 
on the coattails of emerging economies. Going forward, manufac-
turing firms in Western countries will need to continually assess 
the threat of new entrants from these emerging markets. Instead of 
hoping for protectionist intervention, it might be time for compa-
nies to reassess their competitive positioning and embrace a strat-
egy of über-specialization. While such a radical switch in business 
model will never be easy, it provides better chances for long-term 
success than fighting the monumental forces of globalization.
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Keys To Successful Über-Specialization

1. Dominance of profitable niche
2. Combination of private ownership with professional 

management
3. Operational excellence
4. Clusters


